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ABSTRACT

Wearable computing systems have spurred many opportunities to continuously monitor human bodies with sensors worn on or implanted in the body. These emerging platforms have started to revolutionize many fields, including healthcare and wellness applications, particularly when integrated with intelligent analytic capabilities. However, a significant challenge that computer architects are facing is how to embed sophisticated analytic capabilities in wearable computers in an energy-efficient way while not compromising system performance. In this paper, we present XPro, a novel cross-end analytic engine architecture for wearable computing systems. The proposed cross-end architecture is able to realize a generic classification design across wearable sensors and a data aggregator with high energy-efficiency. To facilitate the practical use of XPro, we also develop an Automatic XPro Generator that formally generates XPro instances according to specific design constraints. As a proof of concept, we study the design and implementation of XPro with six different health applications. Evaluation results show that, compared with state-of-the-art methods, XPro can increase the battery life of the sensor node by 1.6-2.4X while at the same time reducing system delay by 15.6-60.8\% for wearable computing systems.

1 INTRODUCTION

Advancement in technology has led to continued miniaturization of sensing, computing and communication devices. This enables wearable systems\cite{31} for a broad range of new applications in a number of important domains, such as wellness and healthcare\cite{4,50}. Due to their increasing impact on various aspects of our lives, wearable computing systems have become a growing area in the global electronic markets, hitting a market value of $14 billion in 2016 and likely reaching $34 billion by 2020\cite{22}.

Early applications of wearable computing systems mostly focus on health monitoring\cite{39,49}. As shown in Fig. 1, a body sensor network (BSN)-based wearable computing system is usually comprised of a body sensor (e.g., an ECG pulse wristband) and a data aggregator (e.g., smartphone). The body sensor acquires body signals and wirelessly streams the data to the local aggregator. The data aggregator then uploads the personal body events to cloud servers for health information analytics. Therefore, the early wearable computer systems only focus on the acquisition of health data\cite{56}.

Recently, there is an increasing demand to push analytic capabilities to wearable computing systems locally\cite{52}. Performing data analysis locally in the aggregator can enable real-time feedback and timely intervention to chronic longitudinal care. For example, 326, 200 people experienced cardiac arrests in the U.S. in 2015 and only 10.6\% survived\cite{1}. A wearable heart monitor with an abnormality analytic engine\cite{33}, rather than in the cloud and relying on Internet access, can detect cardiac arrests in real-time and significantly increase the chance of rescuing the victims. More broadly, there is a pressing need to support real-time analysis of a variety of vital body signals, such as heart signals, brain signals and muscle signals, right in the BSN system and other wearable computing systems alike.

Conventionally, the widely used approach to achieve real-time analysis of various body signals is the generic classification algorithm, which is originally designed for the mainstream non-wearable biomedical applications (e.g.,\cite{6}). Unfortunately, the typical generic classification designs usually employ a computing-intensive structure consisting of a set of feature extractors and classifiers\cite{38}. Early work\cite{36} has indicated that a generic classification implementation can drain a 40mAh battery (which is standard in wearable sensor nodes such as the ECG pulse wristband) in less than 6 hours, which greatly handicaps the longitudinal healthcare services of wearable computing.

Research Problem: In this work, the key problem that we aim to solve is how to efficiently embed a generic classification scheme into wearable computing systems without compromising sensor battery
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As neither the in-sensor front-end approach nor the in-aggregator backend approach can efficiently realize the generic classification, we propose to explore the viability of a cross-end architecture that is potentially very promising in addressing the time-constrained energy issue. The concept of cross-end designs has been broadly applied in the system levels (e.g., mobile-cloud cross-end), but the opportunities of applying this concept in the hardware/architecture level, i.e., embedding the generic classification to wearable computing, has largely been unexplored. Specifically, in the cross-end architecture, an analytic engine is divided into fine-grained computing primitives, each of which is mapped to either the front-end or the back-end. By performing an appropriate level of processing in the front-end to reduce the data volume to be sent over wireless channels, the overall energy consumption can be greatly reduced.

Nevertheless, two key challenges must be addressed to enable cross-end architecture. One major challenge is how to design energy-efficient finer-grained computing primitives, as there are substantial function variations among primitives and enormous circuit-level design parameters. The other major challenge is the rapid exploration of architectural design space, i.e., different partitioning and distributing schemes for the computing primitives. First, the partitioning quality must be guaranteed as it decides both the energy consumption and delay in wearable computing systems. Second, the design space of analytic engine partitioning is extremely large, which requires highly efficient exploration methods.

Our Work: In this paper, we present a novel configurable cross-end architecture named XPro, to efficiently implement generic classification in wearable computing systems. The proposed XPro architecture can formally partition the generic classification into two parts: one on the wearable sensor node and the other on the aggregator. The two parts collectively implement the full functionality of the generic classification, while minimizing the energy consumption of sensor nodes. Specifically, we devise the generic framework with a set of configurable fine-grained functional cells. We investigate three design rules to improve the energy efficiency of the functional cell implementation in XPro. To facilitate the practical use of XPro, we also design an Automatic XPro Generator. It formulates the problem of partitioning functional cells across two ends with system delay constraint, into a closed-analytic form, and automatically generates the XPro implementation by solving a graph theory problem. In the experiments, we perform an in-depth evaluation on the XPro performance in 6 health monitoring applications, and the results demonstrate the advantage of XPro in improving the energy efficiency of sensor nodes as well as the overall system delay, compared with the state-of-the-art single-end approaches. Furthermore, it can be theoretically proven that XPro has the advantage over single-end approaches, as the in-sensor and in-aggregator implementations are essentially two extreme design cases (i.e., pushing all functional cells into one end in XPro) in the XPro design and implementation space.

Our contribution in this paper is three-fold:

- We develop an Automatic XPro Generator for the proposed XPro, which can find the optimal partitioning for the cross-end architecture in polynomial time. We achieve this by formulating the design space searching problem into a standard graph theory problem.

2 BACKGROUND AND XPRO OVERVIEW

XPro is a cross-end architecture that implements generic classification in wearable computing systems. The generic classification is fully realized between a wearable sensor and a data aggregator. In
Feature Set: We include 8 hardware-friendly statistical features, including maximal value (Max), minimal value (Min), mean value (Mean), variance (Var), standard deviation (Std), zeros crossing value (Czero), skewness (Skew) and kurtosis (Kurt). These features can provide a meaningful representation of biosignals and be computed with low hardware cost. Besides time domain, we also extract these statistical features on the multiple levels of discrete wavelet transform (DWT) domain. DWT can provide multi-scale observations for signal analysis and has shown good performance in biosignal applications [20].

Random Subspace: The classifier is based on the random subspace method. It consists of an ensemble of base classifiers. We use supporting vector machine (SVM) as the base classifier for its robust performance. In a generic classification framework, different types of biosignals usually have different preferred feature subsets. Random subspace method can identify their preferences by training base classifiers on random subsets from the complete statistical set. This makes the random subspace method more suitable for generic classification frameworks than other popular ensemble methods, such as bagging [14] and Adaboost [44].

2.2 XPro Architecture Overview

Without loss of generality, Figure 2 depicts an example of a typical XPro architecture to embed a generic biosignal classification into a wearable computing system. XPro consists of three major components: functional cells, communication links and an automatic generator. In the wearable computing system, the red graph cut line divides the generic framework into the in-sensor and in-aggregator analytic parts.
communication always uses hardware connection, while in the in-aggregator analytic part, it is through memory accessing. The energy consumption of intra-end communication on either the sensor node or the aggregator is usually very small compared with other components under consideration [15]. In the BSN applications, the inter-end communication indicates data exchanging between the sensor node and the aggregator, which is done via near-field communication protocol [5, 29, 30]. The energy consumption of inter-end communication is large and can even be dominant.

**Automatic XPro Generator:** The proposed automatic generator plays a significant role in the energy efficiency of the sensor node as it determines which functional cells are placed into the in-sensor analytic part. The energy consumption of the sensor node consists of two aspects. One is the computing energy in executing the required computation. The other is the communication energy in transmitting data from a predecessor to a successor along the generic classification topology. Due to the complexity of the partitioning, it is compute-intensive to explore the optimal distribution, particularly under delay constraint. Thus, a more efficient way is much needed.

**Opportunities:** The ultimate goal of the proposed cross-end architecture is to improve the energy efficiency of the sensor node while not compromising delay and system performance. To achieve that, we maximize the energy efficiency at both the functional cell level and architecture level. On the functional cell level, we optimize the single functional cell implementation based on low-energy design techniques. On the architecture level, we improve energy efficiency by exploring functional cell distribution schemes using the proposed automatic generator. The next section elaborates our designs at these two levels.

## 3 XPRO DESIGN DETAILS

In this section, we present the design and implementation of XPro. Specifically, we investigate the design of functional cells considering the data flow model, pipeline/parallel units and module reuse (Section 3.1). We also devise an automatic generator for XPro to optimally and efficiently configure XPro according to design constraints (e.g., energy model and delay constraint). The XPro optimization on cross-ends is formulated into a closed form and resolved by a graph-theory problem (Section 3.2).

### 3.1 Functional Cells in XPro

In this subsection, we discuss the design rules to improve the energy-efficiency of single functional cell implementation. The entire analytic engine in XPro is divided into an in-sensor analytic part and an in-aggregator analytic part. The in-aggregator analytic part is implemented in software, as the aggregator (e.g., a smartphone) typically contains a general-purpose CPU. The in-sensor analytic part is usually based on specialized hardware, such as FPGA or ASIC, to reduce the hardware redundancy (and the associated energy overhead) of general computing platforms. The implementation of the in-sensor analytic part has a large design space. In what follows, we discuss the design space exploration in terms of the primitive computing unit, ALU mode and resource reuse, and present three heuristic design rules.

#### 3.1.1 Asynchronous Computing Unit

Our first design rule is to implement each functional cell as an independent and asynchronous micro-computing unit. The functional cell is the smallest unit prompted by data-driven processing in our XPro architecture. It needs to finish the task independently once its input data is available. Therefore, every functional cell is a micro system with private specialized ALU (S-ALU), cache/buffer and clock. The circuit-level details of our implementation for the functional cell are shown in Figure 3.

![Figure 3: The circuit-level functional cell implementation.](image)

The functional cell has two states, idle and working, which are controlled by the “Enable” module in the figure. The S-ALU module is the core of computation, working with the Buffer module. When the needed input data are not available, the cell is in the idle state. In this state, its input channel passively waits for the data arriving, and all other processing modules are powered off via power gating. When data are ready, the state transitions from idle to working, and all the modules are woken up, including private clock, multiplexer, S-ALU and buffer. Functional cells use asynchronous clocks. This can reduce the static energy consumption of clock tree. The S-ALU comprises both basic arithmetic operations and super computation, which support exponent, square root and reciprocal needed by generic classification algorithms.

#### 3.1.2 ALU Mode in S-ALU Implementation

Our second design rule for the functional cell is to use energy-efficient monotonic working mode for the specialized ALU module. A component in XPro (e.g., Max) may consist of multiple functional cells, each of which has an S-ALU module. An S-ALU can typically work in three modes, i.e., serial, parallel and pipeline. Serial processing reduces power consumption, but may compromise timing. The parallel mode incurs more power consumption but increases throughput. The pipeline mode is similar to the parallel mode, but it cannot achieve a scale as large as the parallel. As a result, there is a problem of selecting the mode for each S-ALU in every component of XPro. Because XPro is designed for low-energy wearable computing systems, which monitor and analyze the sparse biosignal events at low sampling rates with typical values of several thousand of hertz, the timing bound is relatively loose. However, it is still complicated to search for the best energy efficiency design if mix-mode is allowed. Considering the time efficiency of exploration, we propose to use a monotonic ALU mode for all the functional cells within one component, but different components may use different ALU mode.

We have performed a preliminary study to investigate the best energy-efficient ALU mode for each component in XPro. Our evaluation criterion for the ALU modes is based on energy/event, where the event indicates a signal segment analysis. Note that the energy...
is the product of power and time, so an ALU-mode with the lowest power does not necessarily lead to the lowest energy. We simulate the function cells under 90nm TSMC library with random input data generation. As plotted in the logarithmic scaled Figure 4, most components are most energy-efficient in serial working mode, as indicated by the red star markers (with some simple operations, such as Max, Min and Czero, being similar to the pipeline mode). However, std and DWT have the best energy efficiency under the pipeline mode. This is because std has only a square root operation and the DWT is a matrix multiplication, and in both cases the serial mode has an extremely large delay. We can also observe that the parallel mode of DWT has tremendous energy overhead, about two orders of magnitudes larger than the serial mode. This is because the monotonic parallel mode needs a large number of multipliers to compute simultaneously.

### 3.1.3 Functional Cell Level Reuse

Resource reuse strategy is usually a thorny problem to be addressed in hardware design. Larger-extent resource reuse can reduce implementation duplication and save energy. However, reuse in a larger scale always needs more complex control logic to schedule the resource using. In our individual functional cell design, we apply our third design rule that adopts resource reuse only at the functional cell level, i.e., the reused part must be a single functional cell. A typical example is that the standard deviation feature can reuse the entire variance feature, which is shown in Figure 5. Thus, only a square root operation is needed additionally in std. The functional cell level reuse can improve the energy efficiency without complex extra control logic and without imposing additional complexity on generating XPro instances.

![Figure 5: An example to reuse Var cell in Std Cell.](image)

### 3.2 Automatic XPro Generator

In this section, we formulate the problem of functional cell distribution scheme between the sensor node and aggregator. Our goal is to minimize the energy consumption of sensor node while not compromising processing delay. Specifically, we first introduce our energy models for design space exploration. We then formulate the cell distribution scheme into a standard graph cut problem without considering the delay. Finally, when delay constraint is added, we transform the distribution problem into a standard max-flow min-cut problem.

#### 3.2.1 Energy Model

The ultimate goal of our cross-end architecture, XPro, is to minimize the energy consumption of the sensor node. The energy consumption in sensor node comprises the energy of analytic computing part, $E_a$, the energy on wireless communication, $E_w$, and the energy of sensing, $E_s$, as the followings:

$$E = E_p + E_w + E_s,$$

(1)

However, the energy from biosignal sensing, $E_s$, can be reduced to an extremely small level [7] compared to the other two components, so our energy model mainly focuses on analytic computing and wireless communication.

We first identify the energy model for the computation of the analytic engine. It can be represented as the multiplication between power consumption and run time, as the following formula shows:

$$E_p = \sum_{i=1}^{n} P_i \times t_i,$$

(2)

where $P_i$ is the power of the $i$-th functional cell, $t_i$ is the time delay of the $i$-th functional cell and $n$ indicates the number of functional cells of the in-sensor analytic part. With finer-grained functional cells and implementation details, we can simulate each functional cell independently with the help of ASIC/FPGA development tools, which can provide us the power consumption information and critical path. By the critical path, we can calculate how many clocks the delay is.

For a wireless transceiver, transmission and reception are two different modes and their energy consumption usually differs. We model this difference into our wireless communication energy consumption as follows:

$$E_w = N_t \times B \times C_t + N_t \times B \times C_r,$$

(3)

where $N_t$ is the sample number in transmission task, $B$ is the bit width of each sample and $C_t$ is the average energy model for 1-bit data transmission, which is decided by the specific transceiver design and technology [53]. The $N_t$ and $C_r$ are the corresponding parameters for the data receiving process.
of the sensor node minimal. For the simplicity of presentation, we take a basic example of feature-based classification framework to illustrate our formulation. The example is shown in Figure 6.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 6: An example of a generic signal classification and its functional cell topology graph.

**Modeling:** Figure 6a shows the computing topology with three features and one classifier and Figure 6b is the functional cell topology graph. In this example, we assume that the energy consumption of functional cells corresponding to feature 1, feature 2, feature 3 and classifier are E1=0.2 nJ, E2=0.8 nJ, E3=0.2 nJ and E4=0.3 nJ respectively. The output dimension of feature 1, feature 2 and feature 3 are d1=1, d2=1 and d3=5 samples. The source data have 12 samples. All samples are 1 bit. The transmission model in the wireless transceiver is C1=0.1 nJ/bit and reception model is C2=0.11 nJ/bit.

It can be observed from the topology graph in Figure 6b that feature 1 and feature 3 are both calculated from the original data segment. We refer to them as “grouped”. It can be shown that grouped functional cells must be placed in the same end in an energy-minimal distribution. This is because, if they are in different ends (e.g., 1 in the sensor node and 3 in the aggregator), it means that the original data segment has already been sent to the aggregator (e.g., for the processing of 3). In that case, if we re-arrange and move the remaining functional cells in that group (e.g., 1) from the sensor node to the aggregator, it would not increase the wireless transmission energy but would reduce the computing energy in the sensor node, thus resulting in less total energy consumption of the sensor node. Therefore, “grouped” functional cells must stay in the same end.

**S-T Graph:** We continue to build an s-t graph as shown in Figure 7 based on this functional cell topology graph. We use an “F” node to indicate the front-end sensor node and a “B” node for the back-end aggregator.

In Figure 7, functional cells are all between the “F” node and “B” node. All the functional cells connect to the aggregator with their energy overhead of computation as the weight. Only the functional cells who connect to the original data can build edges to the sensor node. However, a direct connection will not guarantee their “grouped” property, so we propose to add a dummy node “D” to indicate the original source data. The sensor node connects to the “D” node with a weight of the total energy of all samples transmitted to the aggregator. The “D” node connects to the “grouped” functional cell nodes with weights of infinite energy consumption. Since the min-cut will not be on the infinite edges, this technique can properly capture the “grouped” functional cells. According to the topology graph, some functional cell pairs have data dependency relationship. We build two directed edges between such two functional cells to model the energy consumption on wireless communication if they are placed on different ends. The weight of a directed edge from a predecessor to a successor in the topology graph is the transmission energy consumption and the weight of the reverse edge indicates the energy consumption of the reception. In this way, we accomplish the s-t graph building.

**Min-Cut Solution:** The interesting property of this s-t graph is that if we take a graph cut between the sensor node, “F”, and the aggregator node, “B”, the cut capacity is equal to the total energy consumption of sensor node under this cut. Therefore, the XPro design without delay constraint can be solved by a standard min-cut solution. After cutting, the functional cells which can reach the “F” node are placed in the in-sensor analytic part and other functional cells connecting to the aggregator are placed in the in-aggregator analytic part.

**Examples:** Figure 7 depicts three cut examples. Cut-1 disconnects “F” with the source data node, so all the sensing data needs to be transmitted to the aggregator and all the functional cells are in the aggregator. This cut essentially represents the in-aggregator approach. Cut-2 is along the edges between each functional cell and “B”. The total energy consumption is the sum of the computation energy from all the functional cells, which essentially forms the in-sensor approach. Cut-1 and Cut-2 are not min-cut. Finally, Cut 3 finds a subset of edges that involve computation energy and wireless communication energy. This is the minimum cut in this example, and thus represents the minimal energy for the sensor node. We can see that the functional cells are distributed across the front-end and back-end in Cut-3. The automatically generated XPro guarantees “not worse” solution than traditional approaches.

### 3.2.3 Minimizing Energy with Delay Constraint

Delay constraint is another important design consideration in XPro to keep the real-time processing of analytic engines. To take the delay constraint into the formulation, our solution is to add another attribute, delay, for each edge in the previous s-t graph. To this end, we have two attributes in total for each edge, i.e., energy and delay. If we take energy (objective) as the cost and delay (constraint) as the flow in the s-t graph, we can transform the optimal cut problem with
delay constraint into a standard max-flow min-cut problem. Note that, in this case, energy is no longer taken as the flow. It is now the cost of the flow, and the delay acts as the flow. Essentially, the min-cut part minimizes the energy consumption, and the max-flow part guarantees the delay to be under a maximum limit. Also, the updating rule of our flow is to use the maximizing operation, not the accumulating operation anymore.

We use the end-to-end processing time of a signal segment in the wearable computing system from data sensing, to data transmission, to data analysis as the delay. Due to the real-time processing consideration of XPro, we set the delay limit in the max-flow min-cut problem as follows:

\[ T_{XPro} = \min\{TF, TB\}, \]

where \( T_F \) and \( T_B \) are the delays for the in-sensor approach and in-aggregator approach, respectively. In this way, the solution found by the XPro generator would have a delay that is at least as good as the better one between the in-sensor and in-aggregator approach. Similarly, we can always guarantee the existence of a solution, i.e., the in-sensor or the in-aggregator in the worse case, although for all the evaluated cases in this work, the Automatic XPro Generator is able to find better functional cell distributions than the two.

## 4 EVALUATION METHODOLOGY

### 4.1 Biosignal Dataset

We evaluate the proposed cross-end XPro architecture in the general problem of binary biosignal classification. Binary classification of biosignals is a critical procedure in physiological activity analysis [51]. It not only benefits the automatic abnormal event detection, but also provides basic statistics for high-level biosignals understanding. We select the following testing benchmarks of biosignals. Electrocardiography (ECG), Electroencephalography (EEG) and Electromyography (EMG) are three widely-used representative biosignals [18]. ECG can provide information of the heart state of human beings. It may also provide some underlying information about people’s emotions. EEG signal is the activity recordings of our brains and EMG can monitor the muscle behaviors. For a comprehensive demonstration, we choose five datasets of biosignals from UCR Time Series [9], neural spike data [40] and UCI machine learning Repository [43]. The detailed information of test cases from the datasets is listed in Table 1.

### Table 1: Attributes of 6 test cases from 5 Biosignal Datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Segment Length</th>
<th>Segment Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TwoLeadECG [9]</td>
<td>C1</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>1162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FiveDaysECG [9]</td>
<td>C2</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEGDifficult01 [40]</td>
<td>E1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EEGDifficult02 [40]</td>
<td>E2</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGHandLat [43]</td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EMGHandTip [43]</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on these datasets, we extract six testing cases in total, i.e., TwoLeadECG (C1), ECGFiveDays (C2), EEGDifficult01 (E1), EEGDifficult02 (E2), EMGHandLat (M1) and EMGHandTip (M2). All the cases are directly from their corresponding datasets. For EEGDifficult, due to different data characteristics, we use the first two categories of data as EEGDifficult01 and the last two categories as EEGDifficult02. The EMGHandLat case tends to use the movement data of lateral and spherical, while EMGHandTip is to identify the movements between tip and hook.

### 4.2 Wireless Transceiver Models

Energy model in wireless communication is an important factor impacting the implementation of XPro. In this study, we develop a wireless transceiver simulator by adopting the energy model statistics from three ultra-low power wireless transceivers [5, 29, 30], which are specifically designed for medically implanted applications. The three devices are all validated in practical biosignal monitoring applications. The first one [5] is a 350μW FSK/MSK direct modulation transmitter and a 400μWOOK super-regenerative receiver design for medical implants. It can achieve 2.9nJ/bit on transmission and 3.3nJ/bit on reception. The second model [29] incorporates a new current-reuse structure and an inductor-sharing technique to drastically reduce energy consumption. Its energy efficiency is 1.71nJ/bit on the receiver and 1.53nJ/bit on the transmitter at 2Mbps data rate. The last model [30] is an optimized 2Mbps implantable OOK transceiver with 0.42nJ/bit on transmission and 0.295nJ/bit of receiving energy consumption. The simulator employs a common communication protocol and considers an 8-bit header in each packet. Note that we did not include the Bluetooth low energy (BLE) model. While BLE is a popular low-energy design, prior research [47] has shown that it is still orders of magnitude higher than the required μW level sensor hardware design, thus not being suitable for our targeted applications.

### 4.3 Sensor Node Hardware

We use Synopsys Design Suite [2] to accomplish functional cell designs and exploration. We take TSMC 45nm, 90nm and 130nm standard cell libraries [42] and implement the functional cells in Verilog with Verilog Compile Simulator (VCS). We also carry out the logic simulation of XPro and record the logic toggles in the .SAIF file during the simulation of VCS to achieve an accurate power estimation. Power-gating overhead is appropriately accounted for, although we have a similar observation as prior research [19] that the energy and delay overhead from power gating is very limited and does not affect the design and conclusion of the proposed cross-end architecture. Design Compiler (DC) is adopted to synthesize the Verilog design and Power Compiler is used to report the power consumption. Given the typically low duty cycle of biosignals [23], the XPro designs are simulated at a 16MHz clock frequency in this study.

### 4.4 Approaches under Comparison

We evaluate and compare three design approaches: in-sensor approach (referred to as sensor node engine), in-aggregator approach (referred to as aggregator engine), and the proposed cross-end engine (XPro) under different implementation technologies in biosignal classification tasks. All the six biosignal testing benchmarks are used, i.e., TwoLeadECG (C1), ECGFiveDays (C2), EEGDifficult01 (E1), EEGDifficult02 (E2), EMGHandLat (M1) and EMGHandTip (M2). Due to the size of input biosignals, we choose 5-level DWT transformation, whose lengths on different levels are 64, 32, 16, 8 and 4,
respectively. Note that the 5-th level has two 4-sample segments. All the statistical features are normalized to range [0, 1]. We adopt 32-bit fixed-number with 16-bit integer and 16-bit decimals for functional cells. We choose a binary SVM classifier with radial basis function (RBF) as its kernel. The random subspace takes weighted voting scheme which is trained by the least square method, and 12 features are randomly chosen for each base classifier training. We repeat this procedure 100 times and choose the top 10% on accuracy as the final base classifiers. For each testing case, we randomly choose 75% of the entire data entries as the training set and the other 25% as the testing set. A 10-fold cross-validation technique is applied to train random subspace classifier on each training set. We repeat the training set generation 50 times and choose the classifier with the highest classification accuracy as the final classifier. The delay constraint of the Automatic XPro Generator is set to be the minimal delay value of the sensor node engine and the aggregator engine.

5 EVALUATION RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

5.1 Impact of Process Technology on Battery Lifetime

We first study the impact of process technology on the lifetime of the sensor node in three process setups, including TSMC 130nm, 90nm and 45nm. A typical wireless channel model with 1.53nJ/bit for transmission and 1.71nJ/bit for reception is used for all the testings here (the impact of wireless models is evaluated in the next subsection). We follow the popular Polymer Li-Ion battery model [8] to estimate the lifetime of sensor node. Figure 8 compares the lifetime results normalized to the aggregator engine approach.

It can be seen that the proposed cross-end architecture not only correctly embeds a complex and energy-hungry analytic engine into the BSN system, but also manages to significantly improve the lifetime of the sensor node by an average of 2.4X and 1.6X compared with the state-of-the-art aggregator engine and the sensor node engine, respectively. As process technology advances, the energy consumption of analytical computation decreases and, consequently, the energy consumption of wireless communication gradually becomes the dominant factor in limiting the lifetime of the sensor node. This trend can be observed in the figure. In the 130nm case, the lifetime of both sensor node engine and aggregator engine is similar, but when it comes to 90nm and 45nm, the lifetime of sensor node engine is much better than the aggregator engine. This is due to the fact that the aggregator engine requires large raw data to be transmitted, thus consuming an increasing percentage of energy in wireless communication. However, in all three process technologies, the proposed XPro has a substantial advantage over the other two approaches, indicating that the cross-end architecture is a promising candidate for years to come.

5.2 Impact of Wireless Models on Battery Lifetime

The wireless model is another major factor that influences the lifetime of the sensor node. To investigate the impact of wireless models, we compare the three wireless designs mentioned in Section 4.2 that
are specifically for medical applications. All the models are low-power but, relatively, Model 1 is “high-energy” with 2.9nJ/bit for transmission and 3.3nJ/bit for the reception. Model 2 is “medium-energy” about twice energy-efficient as Model 1, with 1.53nJ/bit for transmission and 1.71nJ/bit for the reception. Model 3 is ultra-low power and “low-energy”, with only 0.42nJ/bit for transmission and 0.295nJ/bit for reception. For the process technology, we select 90nm as the common setup. The results in Figure 9 are normalized to the aggregator engine approach under Model 1.

We can see from the figure that analytic engine implementations are sensitive to wireless models. In wireless Model 1, as the wireless communication takes up the majority of energy consumption, the sensor node engine which performs all the computation in the sensor can greatly reduce the energy on the wireless channel and is much better than the aggregator engine. The proposed cross-end engine can further improve the lifetime by 26.6% on top of the sensor node engine. In wireless Model 2, the energy consumption of computation and wireless communication are evenly matched. The sensor node engine is slightly better than the aggregator engine; whereas the cross-end engine can explore the best configuration to help improve energy efficiency, thereby having the longest battery lifetime. In wireless Model 3, the energy on wireless communication is tremendously reduced due to its ultra-low power wireless model. An intuitively good solution is to transmit all the data back to the aggregator via the cheap wireless channel (i.e., the aggregator engine). This can be confirmed in Figure 9 where the aggregator engine reserves the trend in the previous two wireless models, and now has 74.6% longer lifetime than the sensor node engine. However, by splitting and distributing fine-grained functional cells across the sensor and aggregator, the cross-end architecture is able to beat the intuitively good solution by a large margin, with 73.7% improvement over the aggregator engine and 302% over the sensor node engine, on average. Overall, the proposed cross-end engine successfully embeds the generic classification and achieves the best lifetime across the 3 wireless models and 6 test cases. In the remainder of the evaluation section, unless otherwise stated, we use the “medium-energy” wireless Model 2 and the TSMC 90nm process technology.

5.3 Delay Analysis

The delay in processing an event by the wearable computing system is also a key issue besides energy efficiency. To assess the delay of the aggregator engine (A), sensor node engine (S), and cross-end engine (C), we present the detailed breakdown of the delay. The delay includes all the time it takes to process an event (e.g., a signal segment analysis) which can be spent on the computation in front-end, computation in back-end, and wireless communication. The aggregator engine (A) approach does not have computation in front-end, whereas the sensor node engine (S) approach does not have computation in back-end. The delay breakdown results of the three approaches are plotted in Figure 10.

As can be seen, the delays of all the testing cases of the three engine approaches are less than 4 ms. They can all meet the real-time processing of biosignal streams, considering that the signal sampling rate is typically well below a thousand of hertz. The aggregator engine (A) has the largest delay for all the six test cases, as its delay is dominated by the wireless communication and back-end functional cell processing. It does not assign functional cells in front-end. In contrast, the wireless delay of the sensor node engine (S) is extremely small because it only sends classification result to the back-end. We provide a zoom-in view to highlight this. Finally, the cross-end XPro reduces the delay by 60.8% over the aggregator engine and 15.6% over the sensor node engine on average. The insight behind this improvement is our cross-end approach moves some computations from sensor node to the aggregator. The 15.6% improvement of delay shows that this reduction can well compensate for the increased data transmission delay. This highlights that the proposed XPro is not only able to improve the energy efficiency but at the same time also reduce the delay in processing and analyzing a signal segment.

5.4 Energy Breakdown on Sensor Node

In this subsection, we perform a detailed analysis on the energy consumption of the sensor node and illustrate why XPro saves more energy. Specifically, we examine the contributing factors of the computation (i.e., functional cells) and wireless communication of the sensor node battery lifetime. The energy consumption breakdown is shown in Figure 11, assuming 90nm and wireless Model 2.
In this setting, the aggregator engine (A) has the largest energy consumption. It needs to transmit all the sensing data from the sensor node to the aggregator, which is also why its energy consumption on the sensor node is equal to the energy consumption of data transmission. The sensor node engine (S) can reduce an average of 36.6% of the energy consumption compared with the aggregator engine (A). In the breakdown, the energy of the wireless communication of the sensor node engine (S) is hardly visible (shown in the zoom-in), as it only sends classification results back to the aggregator. As for the proposed cross-end engine (C), it achieves the best energy efficiency among the three types of engines in all the six benchmarks. The main reason is that the cross-end engine exploits the large design space of distributing functional cells between the wearable sensor and the aggregator, which the aggregator engine (A) and the sensor node engine (S) cannot take advantage of. Compared with the sensor node engine (S) approach, XPro can reap an additional energy saving of 31.7% (and 56.9% compared with the aggregator engine).

5.5 Effectiveness of Automatic XPro Generator

In this subsection, we take a closer look at the XPro design and investigate the effectiveness of the Automatic XPro Generator in dividing the generic classification and determining the partitioning (i.e., placing a cut). Figure 12 compares the battery lifetime of four cuts. The aggregator engine and the sensor node engine are two extreme cuts where all the functional cells are placed to the back-end and the front-end, respectively. Also shown in the figure is an intuitive way of placing the cut when applying the proposed cross-end approach. This trivial cut is placed between the feature extractors and the classifier, because the features are usually a compact representation of the data and can reduce the energy of wireless communication if put together. The bars labeled as "Cross" correspond to the cut that is obtained with the Automatic XPro Generator.

![Figure 12: Lifetime comparison for four possible cuts.](image)

First, we can see that by using the cross-end approach directly, even a trivial cut can increase the lifetime in some cases (C2 and M2). However, this improvement is not very consistent, as the lifetime of the trivial cut falls between the aggregator engine and the sensor node engine for C1, E2 and M1, and is worse than both in E1. Second, significant and consistent improvement can be achieved when the Automatic XPro Generator is applied. As shown in the figure, the cut produced by the generator arranges a basic SVM classifier to the sensor node and some light-weight features onto the aggregator to achieve the best energy efficiency. Such cuts are difficult to search through conventional heuristic algorithms, but can be obtained in the proposed generator that cleverly formulates the search into a graph theory problem. Note that some basic SVM classifiers have fewer supporting vectors due to the good data separability of the dataset. When their inputs need some energy-hungry features, such as Skew or Kurt, placing the classifiers in the sensor node may reduce the energy consumption in computation, with a relatively small energy overhead on the wireless channel. The above results show that the proposed cross-end architecture is a promising approach to improve the lifetime of the sensor node, and the Automatic XPro Generator provides a useful way to obtain a practical XPro design automatically and effectively.

5.6 Energy Overhead of XPro on Aggregator

In wearable computing, the energy impact on the aggregator is much less sensitive compared to the sensor node because 1) the aggregator can be equipped with a large-capacity battery (e.g., 3000mAh in aggregator vs. 40mAh in sensor), and 2) it is very convenient for the aggregator to recharge or replace batteries. To increase the comprehensiveness of our evaluation for XPro, we also quantitatively evaluate the energy overhead on the aggregator. Considering that the sensor node engine has no functional cells in the aggregator, we focus on the comparison between the aggregator engine and cross-end engine here.

We use gem5 [3] to simulate a widely-used mobile CPU, ARM Cortex A8. We also adopt McPAT [25] to collect the power consumption of the functional cells in the aggregator that are implemented with C++ library (implementing the back-end functional cells in software provides the flexibility for the aggregator such as a smartphone to work with different sensor nodes). As shown in Figure 13, the energy overhead of the proposed cross-end architecture is less than half of the aggregator engine. Compared with the aggregator engine, the cross-end engine has potentially fewer functional cells in the aggregator and also allows the aggregator to enter into low-power states when the data are being processed in the sensor node. As an example, if the aggregator has a 2900mAh battery (iPhone 7) with 3.5V voltage, the aggregator can empower XPro for more than 52 hours, and this lifetime can be easily extended beyond 100 hours if operating at a lower sampling and analyzing rate. Given this low impact on the aggregator, the proposed XPro is a highly viable design in practice.

5.7 Discussion

Extension to multi-classification: The binary classification is used as an example throughout the paper. If multi-classification is needed, we can simply add more base classifiers that extend only the topology of generic classification. The rest of the proposed methodology can be applied directly.

Extension to other wireless models: Three representative wireless models are simulated in this work to demonstrate the energy-efficiency of XPro. While more detailed wireless communication models can be used to increase the evaluation accuracy, this work
of computing by software profilers [13] and design skilled techniques [17] to optimize the throughput on a hybrid platform (e.g., CPU + FPGA [26]), where the reconfigurable hardware and software computing components are physically connected. However, in wearable computing, wearable sensors and the aggregator are physically located on different body parts and networked through wireless communication. Considering the energy disparity between wearable sensors and the aggregator [7], the optimization criteria and techniques in wearable computing are very different from the integrated hybrid platforms.

7 CONCLUSIONS

Wearable computers, equipped with sensors, are transforming healthcare applications. Integrating analytic engines with wearable computers is in urgent demand. In this work, we investigate a cross-end approach that has largely been unexplored, and present XPro, a cross-end analytic engine architecture for wearable computing. It is able to realize a generic classification and also improve the battery lifetime of wearable sensors without compromising the delay in the wearable computing system. We also developed an Automatic XPro Generator that can efficiently and effectively generate XPro according to the design constraints. Evaluation results demonstrate significant advantages of XPro in both energy-efficiency and processing delay over state-of-the-art approaches. Evaluation results show that XPro can increase the battery life by 2.4X and reduce delay by 60.8% over the in-aggregator approach, and improve the battery life by 1.6X and reduce delay by 15.6% over the in-sensor approach.
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